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Executive Summary
As a department, CIRT is committed to providing
faculty with the highest quality services and to

• Redesign of Faculty Domains website to be
more visually appealing and accessible

our mission of supporting faculty through training,
resources, and consultation. 2020 brought

• Continued progress on the LMS Accessibility
Initiative

tremendous challenges and I’m extremely proud

• Development of Student Resource Guide

Dr. Deb Miller

of the way CIRT teams worked together and with

in Canvas in partnership with the Student

Assistant Vice President,

other campus units to support UNF’s faculty and

Government Association and the Dean of

Digital Learning and

students.

Students

Innovation

• Continued partnership with UNF’s Digital
During the past year, CIRT has engaged in several
important initiatives, which you will read about in

Humanities Institute
• Development of an Academic Continuity

greater detail in the team reports.

website and numerous other resources

These include:

to support faculty and student during the

• Redesign of Canvas training to better meet

COVID-19 pandemic

faculty needs
• Open Educational Resources (OER) Week

In the coming year, CIRT will identify additional

celebration in partnership with the Thomas

opportunities for Canvas to support institutional

G. Carpenter library

goals, expand video production services, and
revise workshop content to focus on strategies
that engage students and facilitate their success.
Other highlights of the year include a collaboration
with SGA and the Dean of Students to develop
a student resource site in Canvas, representing
UNF at the SUS Online Showcase, a visit from the
TOPkit project team, and in-person and virtual
teambuilding activities.

CIRT team with UNF Online staff at the Governor’s House in St. Augustine, Fall 2019 Retreat.
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Executive Summary

Assistant director for online course development Rozy Parlette represents UNF at SUS showcase.
In June 2019, UNF was a lead institution at the

affordability and quality course design initiatives,

State University System (SUS) Online Showcase

and faculty support model. Following that visit,

to share accomplishments in advancing quality

UNF’s team was asked to contribute resources

in online offerings. This showcase was presented

to the Topkit repository as models for other

at the Board of Governors meeting and gave the

institutions in the following areas:

Governors, along with other meeting attendees,
an opportunity to see the work being done within

• OER/affordable content promotion and
support

the context of the 2025 Online Education Strategic

• Tiered faculty development pathways

Plan. The Online Showcase was very well received

• Templates for course development

by the Governors and a video of the Quality high-

• Tools and resources to promote accessibility

lights is available.

in canvas
In Fall 2019, we made time for our annual retreat,
with UNF Online staff at the Governor’s House in
St. Augustine. Teambuilding and strategic planning
activities helped us to strengthen connections
and our shared purpose, qualities strongly needed
during the abrupt transition to remote work and
instruction when the pandemic hit.

TOPkit staff meet with CIRT and UNF Online staff members.
CIRT enjoyed a visit from the TOPkit project co-PI
Dr. Wendy Howard and staff in December. TOPkit
is a nationally-recognized faculty development
program with a mission to foster a culture of
quality online education in the state of Florida.
The purpose of the visit was to learn more about
UNF’s faculty development model, textbook
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CIRT Services
The Center for Instruction and Research Technology (CIRT) offers expertise, resources, and training
to assist faculty in ways that enable them to develop greater capacities for using technology in
their teaching and research. CIRT also disseminates ideas, frameworks, and materials that apply
pedagogical knowledge to the teaching and learning process. Our facilities are open to all faculty
at UNF and we are available to consult on a variety of topics.
Instruction and Research
• Instructional design and technology integration
• Canvas and online learning support
• Scantron test reporting and analysis
• Project consultation
• Student response systems
• Online surveys and forms
• Data analysis software support
• Faculty website design and hosting

Media
• Print, slides, and other specialized scanning
• Audio & video recording, capturing, and editing
• Maps for print and web publication
• Images and fgures for print and web publication
• 3D printing and scanning

Equipment Checkout
• Laptops and tablets
• Cameras and camcorders
• Projectors
• Digital voice recorders
• Classroom response systems (Clickers)
• External drives

Graphic Design
• Conference and event posters
• Brochures and other printed materials
• Digital imaging (photo retouching, digitization, etc.)
• Course banners
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Faculty Spotlights

A faculty project is featured in

ACCESSIBILITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS

Initial efforts focused on Mathies’ Fundamentals

Tracie Mathies, School of Communication

enrolls around 140 students per year. In addition

of Public Speaking (SPC2608) course, which
to ensuring that her Canvas site and documents

each edition of CIRT News.
Instructor Traci Mathies has a passion for ensuring

were accessible, Mathies has worked with CIRT

that every student is able to fully participate in her

staff to get all of her course videos captioned.

courses and that inaccessible content does not

That service is available for all Canvas course

present a barrier.

audio-visual content. Transcripts and captioning

Mathies has been teaching since 1991 and went

makes videos accessible for individuals with

into education because of the students. She has

hearing impairments, and provides students with

taught in higher education, worked in corporate

access to materials in their preferred formats,

training, and been a speech consultant to

which is ideal for all learners.

professionals. At UNF she teaches Fundamentals
of Public Speaking, Public Speaking for

Mathies reports that accessibility is important

Professionals and Interpersonal Communication.

because all people deserve a chance to grow and
learn, “if a student has met the criteria at UNF to

When CIRT launched the Canvas Accessibilitiy

be a student, they deserve to be able to access

Initiative this summer, Mathies was among the

my courses content. It may be a lot of work, but

frst to request a course accessibility review,

I feel it is the right thing to do.”

schedule a consultation with accessibility expert

Continue reading...

Iris Schwimmer, and sign up for workshops.

.

She attended sessions on Ally, Creating Accessible
Documents, and Canvas Accessibility.
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Faculty Spotlights
3D MODELING AND PRINTING FOR
RESEARCH PROJECTS

Hargis approached CIRT for assistance in

Dr. Craig Hargis, Department of

The frst draft model of a dome was printed on

Construction Management

the MakerBot Replicator 2, but size limitations of

creating a core for the mold of an oyster reef ball.

the printer necessitated printing the dome in four
Dr. Craig Hargis in Construction Management is

parts. Hargis brought the prints back to his lab

interested in sustainable building materials such

and created a cast to use for making the balls.

as carbon negative cement, low-energy cements,
and alternative composites. He is currently working

As CIRT staff discussed the fnished mold with

on a project to create environmentally friendly

Hargis, they realized that it would be more time-

artifcial reefs using his own mixture of cement

effcient and reliable to print one larger, more

and oyster shells. The oyster shell concrete has

precise cast frst and then make fberglass molds

50% less CO2 emissions and weighs 60% less

of the print for use with the actual cement model.

than traditional concrete used to create artifcial

Hargis provided a new design and measurements

reefs. Oysters are gregarious and like to settle

and a new mold was modeled and printed.

on other oysters, so it is hoped that building the

Since this model was larger, it was printed on

artifcial reefs out of oyster shells will encourage

the Prusa i3 MK3 printer. The new conical dome

faster oyster recruitment. The oyster shells come

consisted of 4 parts which took about 15 hours

from local restaurants through the GTMNERR

each to print.

Oyster Recycling Program and do not contribute to

Continue reading...

land degradation due to quarrying. In addition to
providing substrate for oysters to grow, the reefs
will provide habitat for fsh and reduce erosion of
adjacent marsh sediment.
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Faculty Spotlights
QUALITY ONLINE PROGRAMS IN THE
SCHOOL OF NURSING

indicative of a general culture of quality within

Brooks College of Health, School of Nursing

more than 180 online courses have been reviewed

those programs. At UNF in the past fve years,
using the QM standards for course design.

In this edition of the faculty spotlight, we decided
to do something a bit different. Instead of focusing

To become QM-certifed, an online course

on one faculty member, we are spotlighting a

must meet specifc QM Review Standards that

number of faculty in the School of Nursing for

focus on course design, rather than on course

their remarkable collaborative efforts to earn the

delivery or academic content. Accessibility,

nationally-recognized Quality Matters (QM)

learner support, and alignment between critical

certifcation for all courses in two fully-online

course components represent a few of the key

degrees programs.

aspects of the QM certifcation process that are
specifcally meant to improve the structure of the

Over the past 18 months, UNF Online worked with

online course to promote learner engagement

the School of Nursing to help them meet specifc

and ensure that students have the tools and

accreditation standards that align with teaching and

information they need to be successful learners.

learning for two online nursing degree programs,

In a recent study that examined student

the RN-BSN Bridge Track and Post-MSN Doctor of

perceptions of the impact of QM-certifed online

Nursing Practice. In order to facilitate the process of

courses, researchers noted that students rated

meeting accreditation standards, faculty submitted

all eight general QM standards as impacting their

all courses in these programs for offcial QM

learning not some or a little or none, but A Lot,

certifcation, a national benchmark for online course

with course activities and learner interaction being

design. Earning this QM certifcation is a signifcant

the most impactful (Sadaf et. al., 2019).

accomplishment and indicates that the course

Continue reading...

has met rigorous standards centered on the best
practices in instructional design and online learning
according to the most current research literature.
Accrediting bodies value the rigor involved in QM
certifcation for online courses and see this as
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Faculty Spotlights
HOW ONE INSTRUCTOR ENGAGES
STUDENTS ONLINE

“You don’t need to sit in your offce to be

Dr. Caroline Guardino, Department

says. She welcomes online students with a

of Exceptional, Deaf, and Interpreter

personal introduction video and incorporates

Education

icebreaker bio-poems to establish authenticity

productive and interact with students,” Guardino

and realness. As the semester continues,
Within moments of “meeting” Dr. Caroline Guardino,

Guardino sends announcements about the course

you sense her passion for teaching and research

content and assignments and to share fun news,

in deaf education. But students don’t meet this

such as her Post Malone Halloween costume.

faculty member in a traditional sense — they

Such efforts cultivate Guardino’s instructor

interact with her online in her Deaf Education

presence and humanize the virtual classroom as
a space where students connect with their
learning and each other.
Beyond her Canvas course, Guardino hosts
synchronous meetings in the College of Education
Distance Learning Classroom where she uses
video conferences to extend student learning and
interactions.
When her students were learning about
troubleshooting technological hearing devices,
Guardino used the telepresence room to collaborate
with a Nemours audiologist to provide a virtual

courses, where she transcends virtual boundaries

lecture and physical interaction with the equipment.

to create meaningful relationships and learning

Students also interact with parents of deaf and

experiences by combining strategies in design,

hard-of-hearing children in this telepresence

communication, and technology.

space. “The online family panel actually increased
participation because there was no need for
parents to come to campus,” Guardino says.
Continue reading...
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Team Reports
CREATIVE TEAM

New Equipment and Checkout Platform
This year, CIRT upgraded to a new web-based

The Creative Team provides teaching and research

equipment reservation and checkout system, and

technology support to faculty through project

installed video production computers and a new

consultation, media development, and general

wide-format fatbed scanner. We also increased

Dave Wilson

technology assistance. Key services include

the number of laptops available for checkout and

Assistant Director

equipment lending, video production, 3D scanning

acquired a Digital Lightboard and many pieces of

Creative Team

and printing, graphic design, online survey tool,

new equipment for the Video Studio that will be

and faculty web publishing support.

used to develop new services and capability in that
space in AY20-21.

Faculty Domains
We saw 34 new faculty users join Faculty Domains
this year and the creation of 40 new domains.
The Domains site was redesigned to be more
visually appealing and to improve accessibility.
We also redesigned and improved the accessibility
of WordPress templates available to faculty
users and piloted a Domains multisite for Honors
students.
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Team Reports
Digital Humanities Institute

Faculty Support and Consultation

The DHI hosted its fourth annual Digital Projects

The Creative Team provided a variety of services to

Showcase on November 15, 2019 at the Student

faculty during the past year, ranging from creation

Union. The annual DHI Digital Projects Showcase

of images and fgures for publication to video

provides an opportunity for students, faculty, and

production projects. Figure 1 depicts interactions

staff to share teaching or scholarship practices

by major service type. We should note that all

that make use of information technologies to

consultations were not captured this year due

solve problems in interesting or original ways.

to changes in logging procedures, but the fgure

CIRT partners with DHI each year to support the

provides an accurate description of how faculty

showcase. CIRT staff serve on the DHI Advisory

consultations were distributed by type.

Committee and various standing committees,
collaborating with faculty and staff on the
development of the digital humanities toolkit and
workshops.

Consultations by Major Service Type

Figure 1. Creative Team Consultations by Major Service Type
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Team Reports
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN TEAM
The primary role of the Instructional Design
(ID) Team is to support UNF faculty with the
systematic process of designing, developing, and
delivering instructional materials. The ID Team is
Rozy Parlette

available to consult on instructional design best

Assistant Director

Open Educational Resources (OER) Initiative

practices, assist in the conversion of traditional

The OER initiative is a joint project by the Center

Online Course Development

course materials to an online learning format,

for Instruction and Research Technology (CIRT)

provide training and development related to the

and the Thomas G. Carpenter Library that seeks to

practical and pedagogical skills necessary for

lower college costs for UNF students by supporting

developing and delivering interactive and engaging

faculty in the adoption of quality open resources in

instructional materials, and promote dialog

their courses.

between instructional design professionals and the
academic communities they serve.

In Spring 2020, UNF participated in Open
Education Week for the frst time. Open Education

In 2019-2020, the instructional design team

Week is a celebration of the global Open Education

provided 568 individual faculty consultations, up

Movement. Its goal is to raise awareness about the

74% from the previous year.

movement and its impact on teaching and learning
worldwide. Events during the week included an
Open Textbook Petting Zoo, information sessions
on Affordability Counts, a Faculty OER Panel
Discussion, and an OER Discovery Lab.
In 2019-2020, we trained 25 faculty on using OER
resources. This represents a slight decrease from
the previous year, as the team cancelled the spring
and summer cohorts to focus on supporting faculty
in their switch to remote instruction. The training
restarted in Fall 2020. To date, the OER Initiative
has saved UNF students more than $383,012.
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Team Reports
Faculty Development
The ID Team provides comprehensive faculty
development through two Teaching Online (TOL)
tracks, a DL Course Development (TOL-DCD)
module, and professional development workshops
focused on the effective use of instructional
technologies. During 2019-2020 145 faculty
members completed TOL, including the completion
of 22 new DL courses via the TOL-DCD module

An additional 99 faculty members completed
abbreviated TOL cohorts in late Spring in response
to the pandemic and anticipated increase in online
learning.

(Figure 2).

Teaching Online (TOL) Seminar Completion

Figure 2. TOL Completion
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Team Reports
Course Development and Design
Over the course of the year, the ID team revised
its course development practices to streamline
the review process, resulting in a 71% increase
in course design reviews. The new process offers
faculty a clear plan of action to complete course
development while building in markers of quality that
simplify the review process. Another improvement
is the inclusion of an unpublished course design

Quality Design (QD); High Quality Design (HQD);

module that includes a facilitation plan, analytics,

and QM-Managed (QM). During the 2019-2020

and other resources to support course delivery and

academic year, 54 online courses completed

iterative course design improvements.

a review, including 13 nationally certifed QM
reviews (Figure 3).

Quality course design reviews are conducted by
professionally trained course reviewers who use
the Quality Matters (QM) rubric. CIRT facilitates
three opt-in levels of quality course reviews:

Online Course Design Quality Reviews

Figure 3. Online Course Design Quality Reviews
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Team Reports
ONLINE LEARNING SUPPORT TEAM

effectively. We saw increased attendance at
workshops from the previous year following a

The Online Learning Support Team (OLS) provides

redesign of offerings to include shorter, feature-

a high level of care and support to UNF’s faculty

specifc sessions and online options.

so that they can focus on teaching and learning,
Daniel Mainwaring

rather than on technical issues. The OLS team

After a review of current workshop offerings

Assistant Director

assists faculty with LMS needs including technical

and participation, CIRT reimagined the approach

Online Learning Support

support, training, and course building assistance.

to many of the training opportunities offered
to faculty. Shifting the presentation mode of

Faculty Support by Month

Faculty Workshops

workshops from face-to-face to online meant

The OLS team coordinates CIRT’s faculty

redesigning how some of the content is made

workshops. In Academic Year 2020, CIRT hosted

available to participants. CIRT leveraged the

148 faculty workshops, most of which were

video conferencing tools available within the

Canvas-focused. Follow up surveys indicate

Zoom platform to not only deliver workshop

that faculty overwhelmingly agree that the

presentations, but also to model applied

sessions provide practical information for use in

techniques for facilitating engaging virtual

teaching and/or research and that time was used

sessions. In addition to transitioning many existing
workshops to a digital space, CIRT developed new
training topics based on the burgeoning needs of
the faculty. These new opportunities include topics
such as Zoom for Synchronous Sessions and
Offce Hours, Best Practices for Hyfex Courses,
and a series of micro-workshops called Canvas
Bites, which consist of shorter sessions that focus
on individual tools within Canvas. All training
events have been made available at a wide variety
of dates and times in order to accommodate a
range of scheduling needs, and recordings of
many sessions have been provided for on-demand
viewing on the CIRT Past Events page. CIRT
continues to evaluate and adjust professional

Figure 4. OLS Support Interactions

development opportunities in order to tailor both
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Team Reports
content and delivery methods of future offerings

identify a baseline for the accessibility of courses

to the ever-evolving needs of instructors. Overall

and to allow UNF to monitor the accessibility of

attendance for the year is up from a total of 153

instructional materials in Canvas.

in AY19 to 451 in AY20, including signifcant
During the past year, the OLS team provided

increases prior to the pandemic.

workshops and individual consultations addressing
LMS Support

accessibility to faculty and promoted the initiative

Last year, the OLS team logged 6,278 interactions

through CIRT’s social media channels and

with instructors in a variety of modalities, as shown

newsletter. In addition to short workshops on

in Figure 4. These interactions include course set

creating accessible documents and monitoring

up, basic troubleshooting, quiz creation, upload of

accessibility in Canvas, the Teaching Online

course content, and a variety of other services.

development model (TOL) includes training on
accessibility and universal design.

Canvas Accessibility Initiative
The goal of the Canvas Accessibility Initiative

Work on the LMS Accessibility Initiative continues to

is to promote and improve the accessibility of

produce positive results, including a 12% increase

instructional materials in the Canvas LMS to

from Spring 2019 to Spring 2020 in the percentage

provide an inclusive and welcoming environment

of fles in Canvas with minor or no issues. Both

for all. Ally is an accessibility checker integrated

content and total courses increased between

into Canvas. Ally provides instructors with feedback

Spring 2019 and Spring 2020. The percentage

on the accessibility of uploaded fles and guidance

of fles with no issue doubled, and there was a

to make those documents more accessible. Ally

signifcant decrease in the percentage of major

also automatically provides alternative formats

issues, despite an increase in the overall number of

for fles uploaded, such as HTML, electronic

courses and content.

braille, and audio, which are available to both
students and instructors. Ally is being used to

Term

AY18-19

AY 19-20

Summer

391

1,088

Fall

39

420

Spring

870

4,746

Total

1,300

6,254

We observed a signifcant increase in minutes of
video captioned using the 3Play service as shown
in Table 1 and promoted the use of automatic
captioning tools in Canvas and Zoom.

Table 1. Video Captioning by Minute
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COVID-19 Response
As the pandemic began to impact UNF in Spring

The next priority was the development of an

2020, CIRT responded quickly to develop

Academic Continuity site to distribute information

resources, training, and services to support faculty

about Canvas, training, tools, proctoring, student

in their abrupt switch to remote instruction. Many

supports, and frequently asked questions.

staff members worked through the University
closure for Spring Break to continue this work and

CIRT collaborated with ITS and Library staff to

provide individual support to instructors who were

quickly stand up expanded equipment checkout

rapidly revising their course plans.

services for faculty, staff, and students. We worked
individually with numerous instructors to identify

A Canvas-Zoom integration originally planned for

and directly ship equipment they needed for the

the intercession between Spring and Summer was

switch to remote.

fast-tracked to make the tool available in time for
the start of remote instruction.

Once it became clear that the University would
continue remote instruction through the spring and
quite possibly into Summer, we started developing
plans to provision online proctoring services,
develop protocols for staff to work remotely,
and consulted with other academic support
departments to support their transition to remote
services.
Several new training options were developed,
including a self-paced Remote Instruction Basic
Training Course, focused on Canvas basics,
web conferencing for class sessions and offce
hours, and content creation tools. New Canvas
templates for remote instruction and Zoom Quick
Reference Guides were developed and distributed.
Instructional designers consulted with academic
departments and individual faculty members
to brainstorm alternative means of delivering
experiential learning based courses.
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COVID-19 Response

A streamlined version of our fagship Teaching

CIRT assisted numerous departments with the

Online Foundation Course was developed to

development of online graduation celebrations

support faculty who would be teaching remotely in

and a virtual version of the annual interdisciplinary

the summer and 99 faculty members completed

Showcase of Osprey Advancements of Research

the training.

and Scholarship conference. We also supported
the Offce of Faculty Enhancement in its

New services were developed to provision live

development of the Virtual Faculty Lounge and the

captioning in Zoom classroom and supplemental

Dean of Students with the development of online

instruction sessions in partnership with the

student COVID training.

Disability Resource Center. During the switch,
CIRT provided live captioning for 2,352 minutes

Regular emails to faculty provided updates on

of Zoom meetings to accommodate students with

equipment, training opportunities, tools, and

disabilities. We also rolled out information to better

suggested strategies for delivering remote

inform faculty of how to take advantage of auto

instruction.

captioning features in Canvas Studio, Zoom, and
other platforms.
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CIRT by the Numbers 2019 – 2020

CIRT provides a variety of services
from equipment checkout to high-level
project consultation. Here’s a look at
some fast facts from the past year.

C E N T E R

F O R

35 Faculty completed OER Training
34 New users in UNF Faculty Domains
54 QM-reviewed courses
99 TOL:RI completions
145 TOL completions
148 Workshops
174 Canvas Banners
169 Microphone checkouts
221 Video camera checkouts
321 Laptop checkouts
568 Instructional Design consultations
1,146 Total equipment checkouts
6,278 Faculty support interactions
6,294 Minutes of video captioning
Countless Zoom and Teams meetings
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Strategic Updates
Strategic Action Items Completed in 2019-2020
1. Revise DL course development process to streamline timeframe and increase course design reviews.
2. Develop a Canvas Support Module for Instructors (facilitation plan, analytics).
3. Increase support for faculty adoption of OERs and other low-cost instructional materials.
4. Improve the accessibility of instructional materials in Canvas.
5. Explore creation of a Student Success module in Canvas to connect students with important campus
resources.
6. Explore expansion of CIRT media services to students for class projects.
7. Review and revise CIRT workshops to focus on practices that support student success, such as frequent
feedback, active learning pedagogies, differentiated instruction, and behavioral nudges.

2020-2021 Strategic Action Items
1. Improve the accessibility of instructional materials in Canvas.
2. Develop a plan for use of LMS data to improve outcomes for students, faculty, and institution.
3. Partner with the Writing Center on the development of academic integrity modules for faculty and
students in support of institutional QEP.
4. Revise CIRT workshops to focus on practices that support student success, such as frequent feedback,
active learning pedagogies, differentiated instruction, and behavioral nudges.
5. Increase the percentage of DL courses that complete a quality course design reviews.
6. Complete a literature review of the effect of media use on student engagement.
7. Expand video production services.

Three Year Goals
1. Fifty percent of DL courses complete a quality course design review.
2. Increased collaboration with other campus units on projects that support student success.
3. Identify a rich and robust platform for student publishing/portfolios.
4. Routine use of LMS data to support student success.
5. At least eighty percent of instructional materials in Canvas are accessible to WCAG 2.1 AA standards.
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Center for Instruction
and Research Technology

Website
Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn
(904) 620-3927
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